Highly Efficient and Rapid Neural Differentiation of Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells Based on Retinoic Acid Encapsulated Porous Nanoparticle.
An improved cell conversion strategy for neural differentiation of mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells is developed by incorporating functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticle (MSN) as an efficient delivery carrier of retinoic acid (RA), which is a pleiotropic factor required for initiation of neural differentiation. Traditional RA-mediated neural differentiation methods required either preactivation of the cells to the differentiating state by embryoid body (EB) formation or repetitive treatment of the differentiation factor. Our modified cell conversion system involves only singular treatment of the RA/MSN complex, which simplified the whole process and accelerated neural induction to be finished within 6 days with high quality. With our new method, neural cells were successfully derived from mES cells with stable expression of neurite marker gene.